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JHR McGill Executive

Journalists for Human Rights at McGill, a club at SSMU since 2003, is one chapter of a growing Canadian NGO currently 
working in thirteen African countries. The primary mandate of the head organization is to build the capacity of the African media 
to report effectively on human rights issues.

Our JHR chapter works to increase the visibility of human rights abuses within the community, the country and throughout the 
world. We publish Speak! Newspaper twice a semester, and in 2007-8 launched Speak! Radio on CKUT 90.3FM. We organize 
speaker events and movie screenings, and participate in local and Canada-wide fundraisers. In January 2009, we held our first 
“epic party”, Rights in Black and White, at Club 737; this will become an annual event! In March 2009, we held our first Train 
the Trainers Conference on Media and Human Rights open to all McGill students. Given the overwhelming interest in this 
event, we held this conference again in September 2009.

 
Beyond providing an outlet for students to discuss and publish articles and broadcast stories on important human rights issues, 
our JHR chapter also works to provide a voice for all other human rights related groups at McGill. Our publications report on 
the issues other clubs are covering and publicize the events they are organizing. We have collaborated with Amnesty McGill, the 
McGill Global AIDS Coalition, CKUT, the Baha’i Association, McGill University Law School’s Human Rights Working Group, 
and the North Korea Freedom Network, and we are a member of the Campus Coalition of Progressive McGill Organizations.

JHR McGill also provides students with national and international human rights journalism opportunities. Through the JHR 
Chapters Program, we have offered McGill students opportunities for publication in national magazines and academic journals, 
and the chance to participate in internships in Ghana. You can check out the most recent opportunities at http://jhrmcgill.word-
press.com/opportunities.

 
JHR McGill is always open to new members, so if you would like to write and edit articles for Speak!, assist with the radio broad-
cast, or help fundraise and organize events, send us an email and we will add you to our listserv at jhrmcgill@gmail.com

 
To learn more about JHR, the NGO, please visit: http://www.jhr.ca
For more info about JHR McGill and our upcoming activities, please visit:  http://jhrmcgill.wordpress.com

Journalists for Human Rights at McGill

 This issue of Speak! focuses on issues of health and human rights around the world. The articles cover health-
care practices in India, the United States and Uganda; the criminalization of HIV; safe injection sites; a photo essay 
on water access in the Palestinian territories; and more! This issue also includes an article from our Freedom of Speech 
issue on Freedom of Speech in Middle Eastern media. Thanks to everyone who worked on Speak! this semester – see 
you in January!

Manisha Aggarwal-Schifellite
VP Newspaper and Speak! Editor-in-Chief

From the Speak! Editor-in-Chief
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By: Beatrice Paez

Sex work is one of the world’s oldest professions, yet it 
remains a highly stigmatized line of work. In October 
2008, three women from Toronto launched a constitu-
tional challenge in the Ontario Superior Court of Jus-
tice aimed at decriminalizing prostitution. The target of 
their challenge was to secure a ruling deeming the re-
strictions on their profession “a violation of their rights 
to security of the person and freedom of expression un-
der the Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms.” Al-
though there have been recent efforts in the last two de-
cades to strike the constitutional provisions, this is the 
first attempt to target all the provisions. It will not be an 
easy feat but Lauren Casey, a former prostitute, Terri-
Jean Bedford, a dominatrix, and Amy Lebovitch, a sex 
worker, are determined to be the pioneers who help re-
duce violence and discrimination against sex workers. 
  

The three women submitted their case to Justice Susan 
Himel in the hopes of providing protection for wom-
en who say prostitution “helps them to self-actualize 
or realize their potential,” says Bedford’s lawyer, Alan 
Young. Regarding the need for protection for prosti-
tutes, Young told the court, “They are doing it because 
they have been coerced by pimps…or drug addiction 
makes them vulnerable.”

 Prostitution is not illegal in Canada, but the law prohib-
its the activities that stem from it. It forbids running and 
working at a bawdy house and soliciting for the purposes 
of prostitution, with prison time as the penalty for unpaid 
fines. Migrant sex workers, prior to their deportation, are 
detained for several months. Such laws, the three women 
argue, leave them with limited options that compromise 
their health and safety, as they are prevented from con-

ducting business in their homes and forced into 
the streets. Since their work is not recognized as 
a legitimate occupation, they are unable to enjoy 
the same safety standards and work conditions that 
are ensured for others. Though sex workers often 
remain underground, a strong and well-connected 
international resource network exists to support 
their profession and their safety. Underlying the 
efforts to decriminalize prostitution is what the 
women say is the need for Canadian society to 
address rather than dismiss the issue of the health 
risks involved in sex work. They argue that these 
risks could be minimized if sex workers are not 
discouraged from seeking medical treatment. 
  
STELLA, a non-governmental organization in 
Montreal, has been at the forefront of the debate 
surrounding the decriminalization of sex work 
since 1995, voicing the concerns and demands 
of sex workers. (Continued on page 9.)

sex workers combat unhealthy working 
conditions through Stella

Sex	workers	from	around	the	world	gather	in	Mexico	at	the	2008	
International	Aids	Conference.		(Image:	chezstella.org)



This year, McGill’s Intellectual Property Policy is un-
der review and the changing of this policy could largely 
benefit many people in developing countries. McGill 
student groups—including Universities Allied for Es-
sential Medicine, the Human Rights Working Group 
(HRWG), the McGill Global AIDS Coalition, McGill 
International Health Initiative, McGill Nurses for Glob-
al Health and Neglected Tropical Diseases Society—
have been working to push the university to include 
equitable licensing principles in the new policy.

Equitable licensing, also known as global access licens-
ing, is the legal language that can be built into a licens-
ing agreement in order to ensure that populations with 
the most need, mainly those in developing countries, 
can have access to new medical innovations.  There are 
many ways to draft these provisions. 

In their pamphlet, McGill Global Health Network, the 
coalition of clubs at McGill pushing for the change, 
outlines the problem as follows:

“There is a major gap between the need for life-saving 
technologies, such as medications for HIV/AIDS, and 
their actual availability in the developing world where 
their need is the greatest.  This gap means that lives are 
being lost—not because we do not have the health in-
novations to save them, but because we have not made 
those innovations available.”

On November 10th, the McGill chapter of Universities 
Allied for Essential Medicines held a panel discussion 
on global access to McGill’s health innovations.  Panel-
ist Rachel Kiddell-Monroe, President of the Board for 
Universities Allied for Essential Medicines (UAEM), 
emphasized the disparity in drug access and explained 
UAEM’s request for change. 

“Ten million people in developing countries [die] every 
year for lack of essential medicines […] So we have 
a request [...] that every university-developed technol-
ogy with potential for further development into a drug, 
vaccine or medical diagnostic should be licensed with 
a concrete and transparent strategy to make affordable 
versions available in resource-limited countries for es-
sential medical care” Kiddell-Monroe said.

Currently McGill does not have any equitable licensing 
provisions. 

Another panelist John DiMaio—manager of the Life 
Sciences branch of McGill’s Office of Technology 
Transfer (OTT), who is responsible for the out-licens-
ing of biomedical technologies, biopharmaceuticals 
and medical devices that emerge from McGill—be-
lieves that McGill practices these principles, despite 
not having formally adopted them.

 “[The] fact that McGill has not formally adopted any 
of the principles …doesn’t mean that it is oblivious to 
their operations. Every case that comes in [to our of-
fice] is subject to that mindset...whether or not the uni-
versity policy actually has inscribed within it principles 
of equitable licensing,” DiMaio said.

Even though these principles might already be applied, 
actually having them included in the policy would help 
to ensure that they are put into practice. 

Other major research centres in North America have 
adopted equitable licensing provisions. In 2007, the 
University of British Columbia signed a statement on 
Global Access Principles that encourages the use of eq-
uitable licensing. 

By: Sarina Isenberg

News

Improving access to medicine worldwide 
Students push for McGill to make equitable licensing 

provisions to its intellectual property policy
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On November 9, five major research universities in 
the United States – Harvard, Yale, Brown University, 
University of Pennsylvania and Boston University – re-
leased a statement pledging to encourage pharmaceuti-
cal companies that make use of discoveries made on 
their campuses to give poor countries better access to 
drugs and medical products. The schools signed the 
statement after campus student groups advocated for 
global access provisions. 

DiMaio argued that universities are reluctant to adopt 
these policies for fear that it would complicate the dis-
cussion process with pharmaceutical companies, be-
cause these companies need to be engaged in the process 
of negotiating equitable licenses.  However, since UBC 
adopted its Global Access Principles, they have not had a 
problem making deals with private companies. 

Students at McGill are encouraging their university to 
follow suit.  McGill is frequently hailed as the most 
research-intensive university in Canada and many stu-
dents want to see McGill act as a leader in improving 
access to medicine worldwide. 

McGill Global Health Network is asking McGill to: 
“adopt a policy that reflects global access principles; 
apply these principles by including equitable licensing 
provisions in negotiations for licensing agreements; 
and ensure transparency in the application of equitable 
licensing provisions”. 

This year for World AIDS Week, students at McGill 
petitioned McGill administrators to change the policy.  
Throughout the school year, students involved with the 
McGill Global Health Network will be contacting of-
ficials at McGill and advocating for change.  §

News
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The world’s collective consciousness regarding access 
to medicine continues to evolve. This evolution is 
seen both in terms of the increasing comprehension 
of the sheer magnitude of the problem, as well as in 
recent trends towards the conceptualization of access 
to medicine as a human right. Nowhere is this urgency 
for medicine more 
pronounced than in sub-
Saharan Africa, a region 
which consistently 
performs dismally on 
virtually every indicator 
of health and well-
being. This article seeks 
to shed some light on the 
topic, both in terms of 
the problems faced and 
the progress made, by 
focusing on the struggle 
for access to medicine 
in Uganda.

The Campaign:
One of the leading 
organizations in the fight 
for access to medicine 
is the Medicines 
Transparency Alliance, or MeTA. Launched in 2008, 
MeTA has commenced pilot projects in seven countries 
– the African states of Zambia, Ghana and Uganda, as 
well as Jordan, Kyrgyzstan, Peru and the Philippines. 
The organization’s stated goal is “improving the lives 
of millions of people by helping them get access to the 
medicines they need” through the efforts of a “network 
[that] includes health workers, administrators, civil 
servants, politicians, pharmaceutical company 
employees, civil society and international organizations 

and the media”. The group has identified specific 
problems facing Uganda, including inadequate 
availability of essential medicines, high prices in retail 
outlets and from dispensing doctors, public mistrust 
of the quality of generics, and low levels of consumer 
empowerment.

One of the main 
objectives of groups like 
MeTA is to empower the 
health care apparatuses 
of countries facing 
these issues. Besides 
both private and public 
health institutions, 
MeTA also aims to 
empower individual 
citizens and to prepare 
them for dealing with 
serious health issues. 
The most prominent 
example of these health 
concerns is malaria, 

which has remained a 
perennial problem for 
sub-Saharan Africa. 
According to statistics 

from the World Health Organization (WHO), the 
disease claims the largest proportion of its worldwide 
victims in sub-Saharan Africa, most of them young 
children, as well as accounting for 20% of all deaths in 
children under five in the region. In Uganda, malaria is 
the leading cause of death among children under five, 
underscoring the deadly gravity of the problem. 

At the official level, the initial response in Uganda was 
to combat the problem through public institutions; in 

By: Ali Iqtidar

News
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Campaign for Access to Medicine 
in Uganda Shows signs of progress

Lacor	hospital	in	northern	Uganda	
(Image:	Canadian	Association	of	General	Surgeons)



particular, the Integrated Management of Childhood 
Illness (IMCI) Unit of the Ugandan Ministry of Health 
(MOH). However, the unit found that people consulted 
private facilities far more frequently than public 
institutions, and the approach was revised. Following 
this revision,the government, in partnership with NGOs 
and private associations, drafted the “National Strategy 
for Utilizing the Potential of Private Practitioners in 
Child Survival”, which focused on improving the 
quality of information available to private institutions 
and their customers. 

The initiative showed promise, with a USAID report 
confirming its significant short-term effects, such as 
improved quality of medical advice regarding both 
treatment and prevention of malaria from private 
clinics. A recent MeTA assessment concluded that 
Uganda was making significant progress on several of 
the UN’s “Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)”, 
which deal in large part with issues of health and 
well-being – specifically, that “[with] continued good 
policies”, the country was now more likely to, among 
other things, “provide access to affordable, essential 
drugs in developing countries.” However, concerns 
were voiced regarding the sustainability of the project, 
and substantial room for improvement was noted, 
particularly regarding the availability of essential 
medicines.

Systemic Issues:
The official initiatives brought forth to promote access 
to medicine, as well as the efforts of groups such as 
MeTA, focus largely on matters of immediate and 
practical urgency, such as the provision of medical 
supplies and information to vendors and citizens. 
However, contributing to the inadequate and unequal 
access to medicine are issues that are often not 
addressed in the same way – issues such as government 
policy (expenditure and budgeting in particular), and 
economic realities, both domestic and global.

The unbalanced distribution of medical personnel on 
the global scale is well documented, and is exacerbated 
by the “brain drain” phenomenon – consisting in this 
case of qualified doctors, nurses and other medical staff 
leaving their countries of origin in pursuit of higher-

paying jobs in wealthier states. A similar effect takes 
place at the domestic level as well: the same logic of 
rational self-interest that fuels the exodus of educated 
professionals from these countries also drives them 
to seek employment in urban rather than rural areas, 
where they are more likely to be better compensated. 
In a lecture on the subject, Brian McGee, a pharmacist 
with work experience in Uganda, remarked that over 
80% of Uganda’s doctors reside in its capital city, even 
though over 60% of its population lives elsewhere.

Another disparity exists at the government level, in 
the form of funding and prioritization. Healthcare 
budgets are often unstable and subject to capricious 
cutbacks, especially when compared to other avenues 
of expenditure, such as defense. In a presentation, the 
executive director of the Action Group for Health, 
Human Rights and HIV/AIDS (AGHA) Uganda noted 
that funds budgeted for health fluctuated and often 
decreased, while the military budget’s proportion either 
increased or stayed the same. 

The campaign for improved access to medicine continues 
to unfold in Uganda, in Africa and across the world. 
Though there have been some early signs of promise, 
the successes are limited, and have been weighed down 
not only by immediate material shortcomings but 
deeper systemic issues as well. However, irrespective 
of the degree to which it succeeds, the outcome of this 
campaign in Uganda will undoubtedly prove instructive 
for the rest of the world, making it a key battleground in 
the fight for access to medicine. §
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among children under five, 
underscoring the deadly 
gravity of the problem. 
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In early 2000, Bruce Tasker raised concerns of fraud 
and corruption within the World Bank. Tasker, a Se-
nior Specialist with the World Bank, was working on 
an Armenian Municipal Development Project funded 
by the Bank when he made the claims of fraud. Inves-
tigations carried out by the World Bank concluded that 
Tasker’s claims were unfounded and that the parties in-
volved were not guilty. Tasker maintains that the World 
Bank is guilty of fraud. He claims that the organization 
worked in collusion with the Armenian state to pursue 
a political agenda and is now covering up the evidence.

Concerns of worsening water conditions in Armenia 
prompted the World Bank to help restore the Yerevan 
water utility through private-sector management. Short-
ly thereafter, following complaints of deteriorating water 
quality, the Bank created a commission to study the re-
sults of the restoration project. Tasker was a member of 
this commission. “I was given an ultimatum: conduct the 
study or be unceremoniously dismissed from the Com-
mission,” he says. In early 2000, Tasker noticed the ma-
jority of Yerevan civilians did not receive the safe water 
they had been promised by the World Bank. According 
to Tasker, despite the commission’s reports to the World 
Bank, the claims were not adequately monitored and the 
Yerevan water project continued.

Tasker claims that the World Bank lacks the proper 
accountability in addressing this situation. According 
to him, the Bank’s investigative procedures have al-
located all responsibility for monitoring these claims 
to the head of the World Bank’s investigative unit, the 
Integrity Vice Presidency (INT). The INT was created 
in 2001 to act as “the investigative aim of the World 
Bank Group,” which has specific procedures in place to 
investigate claims of corruption, fraud and bribery. The 
INT website boasts many successes since its inception, 
yet Tasker maintains that the investigative procedures 

are truly lacking to properly process claims.
 
According to the Fiscal Year 2008 Annual Integrity Re-
port, the INT aims to investigate solely “high priority cas-
es” out of three categories: high, medium or low priority. 
Forty-eight cases during 2008 “required no further action” 
since they were rated a low priority. This system grants 
a profuse amount of responsibility to the INT investiga-
tors as they determine the categorization of the claim and 
subsequently, whether the claim is investigated. Tasker’s 
claim was listed as a medium priority despite evidence 
of many instances of fraud and corruption. The INT re-
port explains that the restoration commission noted only 
certain “administrative, technical and commercial irregu-
larities, and did not report any fraud or corruption on the 
Project.” By labeling Tasker’s claims as merely “irregu-
larities,” the INT was able to investigate less stringently 
than it would have for claims of corruption. 
 
The INT Report states that a full investigation was 
completed, including interviews with the World Bank 
staff, government officials and Mr. Tasker. The in-
vestigation team also visited the development sites 
in Armenia to study the allegations. Their final report 
indicates that there were “certain government proce-
dural imperfections, though none of these constituted 
fraud or corruption.” Although their findings reveal a 
close inspection of the project, it took over two years 
for the INT to even begin their investigation. It took 
another year for the investigators to arrive in Arme-
nia and process these claims. Tasker believes the in-
vestigation was delayed because the INT refused to 
properly address his claims, and instead encouraged 
him to deal with the World Bank officials in Armenia 
rather than with Washington. However, UN Country 
Manager of the Kyrgyz Republic and Turkmenistan 
Roger Robinson claims that this is untrue and Tasker 
was “encouraged to talk to whomsoever he wished.” 

By: Vicky Tobianah

News

World Bank accused of corruption in Armenia
Water control an international concern
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Tasker claims the INT initially refused to respond to his 
claims and only after the Government Accountability Proj-
ect (GAP) provided legal counsel did the INT make a full 
investigation. Furthermore, Tasker claims the investiga-
tion was faulty, since he was not informed of the presence 
of the INT investigation when the World Bank arrived in 
Armenia. Robinson argues that “Tasker was kept fully in-
formed about what the Bank was doing and that the INT 
team interacted with all the stakeholders and met with Mr. 
Tasker.” The INT also claim Tasker “refused to cooperate 
with investigative team members” thus preventing them 
from properly addressing Tasker’s claims of blacklisting. 
 
Tasker accuses the Bank of working solely for their own 
interests, stating that as he continues to accuse the bank 
and its consultants of fraud and corruption, “the Bank 

and the INT make absolutely no effort to defend their 
positions - because they know very well they can not.” 
The Bank has publicly made available the final report on 
this matter, outlining the investigative procedures used to 
counter each of Mr. Tasker’s claims, which indicate that 
each of Tasker’s claim was investigated. 

The outcome of this investigation indicates that no fraud oc-
curred in the development of this project. However, Tasker 
claims that the investigation procedure itself is faulty. Rob-
inson suggests Tasker has “other motives” to accuse the 
World Bank of corruption. Tasker maintains he is merely 
trying to fight for his rights, and says that “it is absolutely 
useless trying to fight for justice, especially as any potential 
support from the international community fades away at 
the first sign that the claim might be justified.” §

News
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(Continued from page 3.)
“By and for sex workers,” STELLA has launched in-
novative programs aimed at educating the public on the 
sex industry. Partnered with Université de Montréal, 
these programs targets health 
and social service workers, the 
police, and community groups. 
It is an effort to minimize dis-
crimination that discourages 
many to seek access to these 
services. 

Through the support of Méde-
cins du Monde, STELLA runs 
a biweekly medical clinic for 
sex workers. By providing sex 
workers with direct access to 
health care, STELLA breaks 
down many barriers that often 
prevent workers from seeking 
medical help. Health cards are 
not required at the clinic, which 
allows migrant workers and the 
homeless to access its services 
as well as workers with health cov-
erage. STELLA’s outreach work-
ers also make rounds at strip clubs, porn sets and erotic 
massage parlors, where they provide hepatitis B vaccina-
tions and run sexual health information sessions. Addi-

tionally, they act as a supportive channel for imprisoned 
sex workers, providing guidance and educational forums 
on HIV and other health issues.

Without legal protection, sex 
workers can be subject to ar-
bitrary measures if arrested or 
detained, such as being tested 
for STIs (Sexually Transmitted 
Infections) without their con-
sent. Advocates for the decrim-
inalization of sex work argue 
that in these contexts, preven-
tive measures are used as a tool 
against the rights of sex work. 

Though government officials 
have been receptive to STEL-
LA, the federal government has 
a firm stance against its decrim-
inalization of sex work. Repre-
sentatives argue that “prostitu-
tion is inherently dangerous, 
regardless of where it is prac-

tised.” Police experts also add to 
the debate against decriminaliza-

tion, in their projection that if the proposal is enacted, 
Canada will become a haven for the sex industry, and 
be pinned as a “sex tourism destination.” §

Stella	advocates	against	laws	that	feul	sex	
work	violence	(Image:	chezstella.org)	



On October 30th 2009, President Barack Obama an-
nounced that the United States will overturn its immi-
gration and travel ban against persons with HIV, ex-
plaining that “If [the United States] want[s] to be the 
global leader in combating HIV/AIDS, we need to act 
like it”. The ban has been in place for the past 22 years, 
and activists have expressed concern over its effects on 
both immigrants and people within the U.S. living with 
HIV/AIDS. Not only does the ban restrict incoming im-
migrants, including refugees, from receiving treatments 
available in the U.S., but it further stigmatizes the dis-
ease, discouraging people from seeking the help they 
need. Activists point out that in order to conceal their 
disease from U.S. immigration authorities, immigrants 
may be motivated to stop taking their medication, put-
ting themselves at risk. 

For the 1 million Americans currently living with HIV/
AIDS, the travel and immigration ban undermines the 
educational efforts of the past decades, which have 
sought to eliminate the misconception that HIV is an 
imported virus that can be passed on through casual 
contact. Since 1993, no major international AIDS con-
ference has been held in the U.S. because HIV-positive 
activists and researchers cannot enter the country.

It was misunderstandings like these that helped estab-
lish the ban back in 1987. AIDS was viewed as a dis-
ease that primarily impacted gay men, fostering the be-
lief that those who contracted AIDS somehow deserved 
it for engaging in socially unacceptable behaviours. 

Such misconceptions have been debunked by medical 
research and no longer play such a pivotal role in the 
debate, thought it is clear such ideas are still embed-
ded in the American consciousness. In response to the 
recent decision, John Vinson, president of the Ameri-
can Immigration Control Foundation explained that, “It 

seems rather odd to let people in with a health problem 
like that. With HIV and the way it’s spread, people have 
desires and they’ll act on those desires and spread it 
to other people. Why bring on a problem on yourself 
when you don’t have to?” 

Obama’s proposal was subject to a public comment 
period in August 2009, during which many commen-
tators echoed the President’s concern that continuing 
to uphold the ban would deflect from America’s inter-
national reputation as a leader in fighting HIV/AIDS. 
Furthermore, many commentators seem to internalize a 
statement made by the UN in 2004 that “...HIV/AIDS- 
related travel restrictions have no public health justifi-
cation”.

Though the public health concerns have subsided, fi-
nancial ones still remain. Opponents of the lifting of the 
ban believe that state health departments, the federal 
government, and individuals should not be responsible 
for the high costs of treating and monitoring the chronic 
disease. They fear that given the state of the economy 
and the recent challenges brought upon the health care 
system, it is unfair to add to this burden by welcoming 
more HIV-positive patients into the country.

However, those who support Obama’s decision be-
lieve that allowing HIV-positive immigrants to enter 
the country provides the country with certain benefits. 
Though HIV treatment may incur certain costs upon the 
public, supporters argue that, like immigrants not af-
flicted with the disease, HIV-positive immigrants bring 
special skills to the workforce, and can contribute to 
the economy by paying taxes and visa fees. Addition-
ally, enforcing the ban necessitates expenses of its own 
which would be reduced if the ban was lifted.

Obama’s decision was welcomed by Immigration Equal-
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freedom of mobility extended
Obama overturns ban on immigrants with HIV

By: Abby Plener
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ity, an organization that advocates for immigration jus-
tice for the LGBT community and HIV-positive people. 
Executive director Rachel Tiven explains that, “...Now, 
those families can be reunited, and the United States can 
put its mouth where its money is: ending the stigma that 
perpetuates HIV transmission, supporting science and 
welcoming those who seek to build a life in this country”. 

However, Immigration Equality has advised its support-
ers that the effects of this ban remain somewhat unclear. 
Being HIV-positive will no longer justify inadmissibil-
ity for new immigrants or visa 
and permanent residents ap-
plicants, and it has yet to be 
seen whether those who were 
denied visas or permanent 
residency previously because 
of their HIV status will be 
able to reapply. Future appli-
cants for permanent residency 
will still have to prove that 
they are not “likely to become 
a public charge”. Therefore, 
if the United States Citizen-
ship and Immigration Ser-
vices (USCIS) concludes that 
an applicant may be unable 
to support his/herself because 
their HIV status has previous-
ly prevented them from work-
ing, their application may be 
denied. However, since HIV 
testing is no longer a part of 
the medical examination re-
quired for the application, an 
applicant’s HIV status may 
not come up at all.

A similar decision was reached 
in Canada in 2001, when it was declared that HIV sta-
tus was no longer a reason to automatically exclude 
prospective immigrants, but that decisions would be 
made on a case by case basis. Currently, immigrants 
must demonstrate whether they will place an “exces-
sive demand” on publicly funded health and social ser-

vices. This is defined as “incurring costs greater than 
the average Canadian does upon these services or re-
quiring to be wait-listed for high-demand treatments 
that could remove current Canadian citizens from such 
wait-lists and increase their chances of mortality”. This 
rule does not apply to refugees, as well as the children, 
spouses, or partners of current Canadian residents. 
Short term residents or visitors do not have to disclose 
whether they are HIV-positive but any application for 
long-term residency must admit to any serious disease. 
As for President Obama, he hopes this step will help 

remove the stigma attached to HIV/AIDS, which he 
believes has discouraged people from getting tested 
and has allowed the disease to spread. It remains to be 
seen how effective this will be, but strong support for 
the repeal of the ban indicates that HIV-related stigma 
may be on the decline in the United States. §
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Since	HIV-positive	activists	and	researchers	are	not	allowed	into	the	country,	the	U.S.	
has	not	held	and	international	AIDS	conference	since	1993.	(Image:	AP/Getty)



Freedom of expression was recognized as a fundamen-
tal human right in the 1940s by Resolution 59 of the 
UN General Assembly. Article 19 of the Declaration 
of Human Rights states that “everyone has the right to 
freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes 
freedom to hold opinions without interference and to 
seek, receive and impart information and ideas through 
media, and regardless of frontiers”. Resolution 4.3 ad-
opted by the General Conference of UNESCO recog-
nized that “a free, pluralistic and independent press is 
an essential component of any democratic society”.

However, despite these resolutions, media content 
around the world is strictly policed by governments, 
corporations, and other power structures. One such area 
in which this occurs is in the Middle East.

A scholar, Hussein Amin, has reviewed many of the 
practices of the media, particularly in the Middle East 
for the Political Communication Journal(“Freedom as a 
Value in Arab Media”, 2003). He has found that in the 
Middle East, many political and cultural factors affect 
the freedom of the Arab media. In general, electronic 
media are absolute monopolies under government su-
pervision. Governments use these media as a means to 
promote political, religious, cultural and economic pro-
grams, filter information and therefore become a propa-
ganda tool. In Algeria, the five main printing companies 
are controlled by the government. Even the private me-
dia sector is restricted by restrictive laws and policies 
that restrict journalists from calling for political reform 
or democratic change. For example, Jordanian law al-
lows the government to issue fines, withdraw licenses, 
and shut down newspapers. According to another scholar 
Hai Hafez (Mass Media, Politics and Society in the Mid-
dle East, Hampton Press, 2001) in Egypt, the emergency 
law authorizes prepublication censorship, confiscation 
of newspapers, and closing down of publications. On a 

legislative level, Middle Eastern countries lack laws pro-
hibiting monopoly and encouraging competition.

Economic factors favor these trends as the prices of pa-
per, printing and newspaper distribution have increased, 
but they also open the way for new media conglomerates. 
At the beginning of the 20th century, Saudi oil money 
was used to fund a media empire: the royal family gained 
control of Orbit News Network, Arab radio and Televi-
sion (ART), MBC Network, al-Arabiya News Channel, 
Tihama Advertising Agency; they bought stocks and 
reached agreements in Lebanon, Egypt and Morocco. 
The Saudi expansion in the Arab media promotes Saudi 
foreign policy and Saudi culture, protects the royal fam-
ily and the regime from opposition and launches attacks 
on countries hostile to Saudi policy. 

The Saudi media empire is being aggressively chal-
lenged by Al-Jazeera, Al-Manar and the Iranian Ara-
bic language Al-Alam television channels. These new 
trends of competing for influence in the Arab World 
are overall positive but they also distort the process of 
creating a healthy public sphere. In fact, if this kind of 
media can supersede the old state monopoly, they still 
function as censors of information and provide bias in-
terpretations. They also sometimes work as a propagan-
da tool for specific political and cultural spheres of in-
fluence, and because of their growing influence, block 
opposition or independent forms of media. 

Censorship is common in the Middle East. Media can 
be a threat to ruling institutions and their interests, to 
Arab nationalism and its struggle, to cultural and reli-
gious traditions. Journalists often compromise the right 
to inform the public by fear of reprimand. According to 
a 2008 report by Reporters without Borders, journalists 
overall in the region are victims of passport withdraw-
als, deportation, torture, personal threats; they can be 
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monitored, and this increases self-censorship. In addi-
tion, praise, satire, or contempt is prohibited when dis-
cussing political issues and these taboos are protected 
by penal codes. Journalists can be fined or imprisoned 
for insulting the president of a country and top govern-
mental officials, or for negative portrayal of the armed 
forces.  Moreover, journalists lack adequate legal pro-
tection. They often receive low salaries and are there-
fore vulnerable to conflicts of interests and corruption. 
The chief editors of government-owned newspapers are 
typically told by senior officials about how the govern-
ment would like an issue to be portrayed in the media. 

Recently, the Middle East has witnessed developments 
in telecommunication systems, Internet and satellite 
broadcasting. Transnational broadcasting television 
networks- the Middle East Broadcasting Center (MBC) 
and Al-Jazeera- have already strengthened the poten-
tial link between Western culture and technology in 
the region. Satellite and Internet have provided media 
professionals with tools to open a new hori-
zon for freedom of speech. Furthermore, 
according to the academic Media 
Development journal (2nd edition 
2007), growing democratic politi-
cal forces have encouraged local 
forces to provide independent me-
dia with a new spirit. Independent 
media sources such as the Algerian 
daily Elkhabar, the Egyptian daily 
Almasry al-Youm, the Moroccon 
daily Assabah are progressive, report 
critically, and employ young journalists. 
However, it has been argued (Media Development jour-
nal) that a deep cultural divide has emerged from the 
spread of satellite media in the Arab world. Conserva-
tive and religious channels such as Al-Majd network 
and Al-Haqiqa promote social and political conserva-
tism, while more Westernized radio and TV channels 
are promoting sexualized clips, gay culture, dance and 
Western music; the result being a fractured social space 
that weakens civil society and therefore underscores 
the formation of some consensus.

On the Western side of the media spectrum, French writer 
and journalist Bernard Langlois, the editor of Politis mag-

azine wrote somewhat sarcastically on what he called the 
inexplicit “eleven rules when talking about the Middle 
East” that must be respected by journalists (especially 
American). These unstated rules [to be in tune with politi-
cal interests] are: “In the Middle East, the Arabs are always 
those who attack first, Israel is always defending itself”; 
“Palestinians or Lebanese have no right to kill civilians 
on the other side of the borders. This is called terrorism”; 
“Israel has the right to kill civilian Arabs. This is called 
self- defense”; “If you disagree with these rules, and if you 
think that they are biased in favor of one party against the 
other, then you certainly are a dangerous anti-Semite!”

Many independent press associations are trying to show, 
for example, how the American view of the Middle East 
has been forged by news agencies and reporting to serve 
the Bush administration or other American interests in the 
region. Their voice is not much heard in the midst of mo-
nopolies such as CNN or BBC, or even in local newspa-
pers that recycle the larger broadcast information about 

foreign and international issues. Associations 
such as Alternate Focus, Fairness and 

Accuracy in Reporting, the Palestin-
ian Human Right Monitoring Group, 
If Americans Knew, and activists 
like Alan Hart try to shed light on 
unpublicized issues in the media.  
They show how the press constructs 
its articles in a manipulative way, by 

omitting facts, influencing the reader 
in one direction or the other, and under-

reporting events or over-reporting others. 
Critical thinking and diversification of sources 

is at the basis of media interpretation.

It seems that the media discourses in most Arab coun-
tries mirror the aspiration of the ruler and that freedom 
of speech is, when it is permitted, mainly dedicated to 
dealing with pan-Arab issues or issues relating to other 
Arab countries rather than really deal with domestic 
governmental issues. 

The emergence of new groups to fight censorship and 
promote fair reporting show a commitment to free 
speech in the Middle East as the region continues to 
change as part of a global media network. §
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On August 7th 2009, I entered the village of Qarawat 
Beni Zayed, slightly north of Ramallah, after a 
90-minute nauseating drive through the curving hills of 
the West Bank. I had run out of water halfway through 
the ride, and the heat was making me restless. The vast 
desert landscape, dotted with the green springs of Israeli 
settlements, disappeared as we drove through the tight 
village streets.

As we approached the village square, we were greeted 
with a sight I did not expect: a live DJ, cotton candy, 
soda and screaming and laughing children with their 
smiling parents.

Our water convoy had arrived.

This village, along with the neighbouring villages of 
Kufr ‘Ayn, Dei Ghassani, Beitrima and Nabi Salah had 
not had running water since March 15th 2009. During 
the hot summer months, the average resident consumes 
37 liters of water per day, one sixth of the average 
amount provided to Jewish settlements in Israel and the 
occupied West Bank (235 liters a day).

The water shortage in the district of Qarawat Beni Zayed 
is not an isolated situation. In late October, Amnesty 
International published a report entitled: Troubled 
waters - Palestinians denied fair access to water. In it 
Amnesty paints a picture of what some Palestinians 
call the “Israeli siege on water”. Israel has controlled 
all water in the area since occupying the Palestinian 
territories in 1967. It determines how much water 
Palestinians can use from their aquifers, redirecting 
80% of Palestinian water to Israeli settlements or to 
Israel itself.

B’t Selem, the Israeli Information Center for Human 
Rights in the Occupied Territories, states that household 
water consumption per capita in the Occupied Palestinian 
Territories is around 50 liters per day, only enough for 
a quick shower and half the minimum amount of water 
use recommended by the World Health Organization. 

In comparison, the average Israeli is provided with 280 
liters per day. The Center also affirmed that as of June 
2006, some 215,000 Palestinians in 220 villages live in 
communities without a running water network.

In the midst of the celebrations in Qarawat Beni Zayed, 
I got thirsty. I went to buy a bottle of water, only to find 
out that the store did not sell bottled water, only juice 
and soda. I later spoke with a woman from the village 
who told me that she gave her children soda to drink 
because it was more readily available, and cheaper, 
than water. At that point, the inequality of the water 
situation in the Palestinian Territories really hit me. 
Village council members seem to agree. As was pointed 
out by a member of the village council, “of course we 
want peace, but how can we negotiate peace when we 
have no water?” §

By: Alexa Romanelli

Water Shortage in The Palestinian Territories
Photo	Essay
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1
1 Boy	from	the	village	of	Qarawat	Beni	Zayed,	participating	
in	the	demonstrations	to	end	the	water	siege.

2 Adults	get	angry	when	the	children	dance	and	refresh	
themselves	in	the	first	running	water	they	see	in	months,	
calling	it	a	waste.
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5	Children	use	leaking	water	to	
refresh	themselves.	

6	People	wait	their	turn	to	fill	up	
their	water	containers.

3 Boy	fills	up	his	water	tanks	from	
the	water	convoy.	

4 Children	hold	up	signs	reading	
“end	the	Israeli	water	blocakde	
here.”	



Health care in India
Flawed infrastructure upholds health inequalities

The scale and complexity of health issues in India 
is second to no other country in world. India alone 
accounts for: 23% of the world’s child mortality, 
25% of the world’s maternal mortality, 30% of the 
world’s deaths attributed to poor access to safe water 
and sanitation, and 50% of the world’s malnourished 
population. Although the government has made strides 
in improving national averages of life expectancy and 
quality of life, these statistics by no means depict the 
extreme health disparities experienced throughout the 
nation. Reliance on improving national averages alone 
creates a deceptively optimistic picture of the health 
conditions and ignores the urgent specific needs of 
millions of impoverished people. 

The complexity of the socio-economic hierarchy in India is 
surpassed only by the nation’s pattern of health disparities. 
Poor marginalized groups such as urban slum dwellers, the 
rural poor, and impoverished scheduled castes and tribes 
experience a disproportionate burden of ill-health and 
death in comparison to the urban business and middle class.  
Evidence shows that the poorest 20% of Indians exhibit 
more than double the death rate than that of the richest 
20%. The main causes of death in marginalized groups also 
differ from those of the upper and middle class. The rural 

poor are heavily burdened by infectious diseases like HIV/
AIDS, tuberculosis, and influenza. This community also 
sees higher death rates attributed to preventable infections 
and poverty-related ailments such as malnutrition. On 
the other hand, the urban business and middle class tend 
to live longer, healthier lives and are more affected by 
degenerative diseases like cancers. 

Despite the high demand for health services in India, 
there seems to be a limited commitment to health care by 
the federal government. Based on the advice of the IMF, 
Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) in the 1990s 
encouraged the increased privatization of the Indian 
health care system. This was an attempt to alleviate the 
government of public health costs. This method failed to 
address significant issues in the system; the reliance on 
market forces and supply and demand to allocate health care 
services places no regard on the needs of the impoverished, 
and those that have limited bargaining power. Relying 
on the private health sector has reinforced the two main 
issues in India’s flawed health infrastructure: 1) the lack of 
universal access to health care and social services, and 2) 
the increasing economic burden of providing this care.

It is estimated that over fifteen percent of India’s 
population does not have access to health care due 
to unavailability or insufficient funds. Profit-oriented 
private hospitals are concentrated in urban areas for 
target clientele –those who can afford to pay private 
health care bills. The concentration of a wealthy urban 
class creates an imbalance in the placement of private 
health providers. According to a study done in rural 
India,  over half of married women aged 15 to 49 have 
no health facility of any kind in their village, and 14% 
of participants reported having to travel a minimum 
of five kilometres to access nearby facilities. Rural-
urban disparities in health resources are seen in the 
unequal doctor ratio, hospital bed supply, and in public 
expenditure. Many medical ailments in the rural poor 
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A	medical	facility	in	India	(Adam	Ferguson,	Time	Magazine)



population are related to unhealthy living conditions and 
inadequate supply of clean water and food. 

Inpatient care costs in rural areas have increased by 
436% and by 320% in urban areas in the decade 
following the application of SAPs. Medical procedures 
including unnecessary injections, antibiotic prescriptions, 
investigations (such as costly CAT scans and MRIs) and 
avoidable surgeries are seen as a main source of these 
costs. Treatment costs often lead to depletion of savings 
and debt, and in over 40% of cases, patients have sold 
assets and taken on loans to cover hospitalization charges. 
India’s reliance on the private sector has transformed the 
health care system. Once striving for universal health care, 
the system now only tends to those who can afford it. The 
increasing power of private institutions to exploit patients, 
coupled with the weakening of the public system both 
explain the high levels of deaths attributed to otherwise 
preventable and treatable ailments in marginalized groups. 

The current health infrastructure in India is devised in 
such a way that the needs of marginalized groups have 
been systematically ignored. An unregulated private 
health sector that depends on market forces can not help 
alleviate the extreme health inequalities in India.  India 

must bring itself and its private health sector to account, 
and acknowledge the specific needs of these populations. 
Many Indian states, specifically Kerala, have made great 
strides in acknowledging and addressing the specific needs 
of the rural poor. However, the Indian government must 
continue to address the health and social needs of the 
inhabitants of urban slums, unorganized sector workers, 
women, the rural poor population, and impoverished 
scheduled castes and tribes. Health care provisions in India 
needs to be reoriented to a rights-based framework, rather 
than reinforcing the status quo which is laden with socio-
economic inequalities.§

Opinion

Patients	awaiting	treatment	at	the	Manohar	Lohia	Hospital	
(Adam	Ferguson,	Time	Magazine)

 Criminalization of HIV/Aids
Canada becomes first country to prosecute HIV 

transmission as murder
By: Juliana Dalley
Criminalization is the wrong prescription for HIV.

There is no denying that Canada is a world leader in 
innovative research and technology that has the po-
tential to turn the tide of the HIV epidemic. But ear-
lier this year, Canada became the first country in the 
world to convict an individual of first-degree murder 
for transmitting the virus. Since 1996, it has been a 
criminal offence to expose another individual to the 
risk of HIV infection without disclosing that you are 
HIV-positive, even if they do not become infected. It’s 
an approach has many HIV/AIDS advocates and pub-
lic health officials calling for change.  

It might seem rational and justified to criminally pun-
ish those who expose others to risk of infection. John-
son Aziga, the man convicted in this widely-publicized 
murder trial, was found to have knowingly exposed 11 
female partners to the risk of infection, 2 of whom 
later died from AIDS complications.  In a videotaped 
statement recorded just weeks before her death, one 
of the women insisted that she would have never slept 
with Aziga had she known he was HIV positive.  

But more often than not, the picture is far more complicat-
ed. Many HIV advocates argue that in most cases, criminal 
law is an inappropriate tool against AIDS-related issues.  
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Katrina Pacey, a lawyer and advocate for sex workers of 
Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside, explains that criminal-
ization of HIV transmission will not improve conditions 
for the marginalized women she represents, who face 
some of the highest risks for HIV in Canada.  

“There needs to be public health and public education 
as opposed to a punitive system,” she says, “A punitive 
regime has the effect of driving people underground be-
cause they are afraid of punishment and does not pro-
mote people to be proactive and take responsibility for 
their health.”

Although the intent of the law is to deter people from en-
gaging in risky behaviour, HIV/AIDS advocates and public 
health officials stress that the use of criminal law will most 
likely be counterproductive.  They argue that the threat of 
criminal punishment for “wilful transmission” will create 
incentives not to get tested frequently and increase stigma 
of people living with the disease.  As a result of increased 
stigma and fear of legal consequences, criminalization may 
create further barriers to adequate health care and commu-
nity support for high risk people with HIV/AIDS.   

On the other hand, public health interventions based on 
the principle of empowerment have been shown to be 
far more effective at curbing the spread of the virus. 
Evidence suggests that these interventions, including 
voluntary HIV testing, community outreach, and train-
ing of peer leaders, are much more effective in promot-
ing disclosure and safer sexual practices than coercion 
through criminal law. 

Not only does the criminalization of HIV transmission 
undermine public health efforts to curb the spread of 
HIV, it misunderstands the deeper social causes of the 
epidemic.  In doing so, criminalization marginalizes 
people living with HIV/AIDS and does not encourage 
positive personal choices to protect others.

“If you really want to get people to a place where they 
are protecting themselves and protecting others,” Pacey 
says, “they need to feel empowered.” 

She explains how socio-economic and gender inequal-
ities are important to consider when thinking about 

vulnerability to HIV and the effects of criminalization.  
The poor socio-economic status and living conditions 
of the women of the Downtown Eastside deprive them 
of the tools they need to make empowered choices and 
assert control in their relationships. But criminal sanc-
tions impose binary categories of “victim” and “per-
petrator” on what is in reality an extremely personal 
interaction mediated by complex, often oppressive, 
social factors.  Pacey explains that criminal law is a 
“blunt” tool that doesn’t favour compromise or nu-
ance.  To illustrate her point, she describes a Vancou-
ver case in which an HIV-positive Aboriginal woman 
failed to disclose to her partner and pled guilty to ex-
posing him to the risk of transmission. 

“No one was holding a gun to her head, but…she faced 
extreme violence and awful, horrendous life circum-
stances.  Maybe she was guilty under the law, but [in 
criminal law] there is no nuanced approach. You’re ei-
ther guilty or not guilty. You go to jail or you don’t. It’s 
not about healing…or rehabilitation.” 

On the other hand, she acknowledges that many mar-
ginalized women support the HIV laws, insofar as they 
provide a form of recourse for women exposed to HIV 
through abuse, assault or another form of gendered in-
equality. Other than serving a punitive function, how-
ever, the laws do little to further the fight against HIV. 
Instead, a more appropriate anti-HIV policy might work 
to mitigate the kinds of inequalities, such as gender and 
socio-economic status, which perpetuate vulnerability 
to the disease. 

Notwithstanding the public health and human rights ar-
guments made against criminalization, many argue that 
exposing another person to the risk of HIV without their 
consent is wrong and should therefore be criminalized. 
Indeed, there will certainly be rare cases in which an 
individual acts with the wilful and malicious intent to 
transmit the virus to others. In such situations,  the ap-
plication of the law seems clear cut.  But it remains that 
the use of criminal law to stipulate what society sees as 
morally right or wrong is troublesome when there are 
less damaging ways of structuring public behaviour.  The 
consequences of criminalization far outweigh its limited 
benefits, and it’s time for the courts to realize this. §
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With all the debates going around about the US health care 
plan and H1N1, issues concerning a more marginal part 
of the population are being pushed aside. Two of these is-
sues are the creation of safe injection sites for intravenous 
drug users, and the provision of prescription heroin. Most 
deplorable however, is the fact that most people cannot 
distinguish between the two.  While researching for this 
article, I became increasingly aware of the fact that many 
news and Internet sources, including governmental press 
releases, saw safe injection sites and prescription heroin 
clinics as one in the same. So let’s clear a few things up.

Since 2003, Canada has housed the first legal, supervised 
safe injection site in North America, Insite.  According the 
Insite website, a safe injection site is defined as “a clean, 
safe environment where users can inject their own drugs 
under the supervision of clinical staff.” There were several 
goals to opening such a site. First, the aim of the site was 
to get drug users off the streets and out of public spaces 
in order to reduce the public disturbances associated with 
drug abuse. Second, creators hoped that a safe injection 
site would provide access to services such as addiction 
counseling and peer support, as well as treatment services 
such as opiate replacement therapy and withdrawal man-
agement.  Third, creators looked to safe injection sites to 
provide a clean and sanitary environment for its patrons, 
in the hope of reducing the risks of contracting diseases 
such as HIV/AIDS, often spread by needle sharing. 

Insite was originally meant to be a 3-year pilot project, 
operating under an exemption of Section 56 of the Drugs 
and Controlled Substances Act. In 2006, the government 
granted a temporary extension to the project, followed by 
another 6-month stay. These extensions would have shut 
down the project in 2008. After Health Minister Tony 
Clement refused to renew the exemption that allows In-
site to operate, a constitutional challenge was heard in the 
British Columbia Supreme Court. The Court ruled that 
in the case of Insite, the laws prohibiting the possession 
of drugs were unconstitutional because they denied in-

dividuals access to Insite’s health services. The federal 
government has announced plans to appeal that decision.

In comparison to a safe injection site, a prescription heroin 
clinic is a medical clinic where nurses and doctors inject 
patients with heroinwhen they become unresponsive to 
other opioid substitution treatments, such as methadone. 
These clinics then offer health services and addiction 
counseling as part of a program to wean addicts off hero-
in. The only similarity between a safe injection site and a 
prescription heroin clinic is that people who use the sites 
inject drugs in a supervised environment. To put it bluntly 
and maybe a bit too simply, injecting prescription heroin 
is not that different from injecting insulin in front of your 
doctor to treat diabetes. As part of the North American 
Opiate Medication Initiative (NAOMI) project, prescrip-
tion heroin clinics have been operating in Montreal and 
Vancouver since 2005 funded by the Canadian Institute 
for Health Research. However, during the summer of 
2009, the Canadian government decided to pull the fund-
ing on the study that would have been the next logical step 
of the NAOMI project, the Study to Assess Longer-term 
Opioid Medication Effectiveness (SALOME).

The problem that arises when dealing with these issues 
is the lack of understanding and differentiation between 
a medical treatment and a community service. Why do 
we, media and government included, tend to generalize 
when it comes to morally sensitive medical issues such 
as prescription heroin and safe injection sites? It’s time to 
stop putting medical issues under a morally biased micro-
scope and stop discriminating against people who are con-
sidered deviant and social pariahs. All that does is lump 
in the good and the bad, the medical and the social, and 
prevents people from getting help when they need it most. 
The social stigma already imposed on those addicted to 
drugs should not be imposed on those seeking help in the 
healthcare system. If this stigma is to be perpetually rein-
forced, why bother offering services at all? They’re only 
drug addicts after all. §

 

By: Anne Cohen

SEx, Drugs, and healthcare?
Safe injection sites in Canada
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Check out the jhr McGill 

Chapter’s upcoming events...
January 26:	Film	screening	

	 presented	by	jhr	and	Cinema	
	 	 Politica	(McGill)

February 5:		jhr	presents	Rights	in	Black	and	White	at		 	 	
	 	 	 				Club	Altitude	737

March 3:		jhr	panel	discussion	on	international	internships	

March 4:		jhr	pub	night	at	Brutopia

March 16:		jhr	benefit	concert	at	La	Sala	Rossa	


